HOW TO FIND YOUR LIFE PURPOSE
One’s life purpose is a culmination or the intersection point of these 4
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What do you love doing?
What are you good at?
What can you be paid for?
What world problem can you solve?

Below, answer each of these 4 questions. Write everything that comes
to mind. When you are writing your answers, be careful of a few things:
1. Don’t write anything someone else is expecting you to do or be.
2. What you love doing is your passion, something which gets you so
involved that you lose track of time. To help you answer this one, go back to your childhood, what is it you loved doing which
made you forget time, eating, etc?
3. The underlying assumption is, if I love doing this, that means I am good at it. Which is not always the case. Being good at
something means whenever that situation comes up, you will be able do that thing.
4. Money is important. Don’t ignore the importance of it.
5. How can I solve a problem the world has? First, look at the world, at anything that’s happening outside of your home
which really concerns you. Among all the problems of the world, there’s always one or two issues that you feel deeply about.
Think about what gap in society are we trying to fill? If something is already being done in that space, then how could we
create something a little different?
Lastly, ACTION is the key to any life purpose. Being aware of everything but not acting on it, means you have most likely
missed out on an important piece of your life purpose. To get closer to pin-pointing your life purpose, you may need to move
around, meet people of similar interests, read on the internet, get into discussions, basically do any explorative action which
takes you closer to finding or living your purpose.
1 What do you love doing?
2 What are you good at?
3 What can you be paid for?
4 What world problem can you solve?
From this point, find ways to combine all 4 answers into the perfect Life Purpose for you. You will know it’s right when you
feel an emotional reaction to it. It should also make you feel somewhat excited, and maybe even a little nervous. But that’s
ok, because we will work together to help bring it into fruition. Let’s start today!!

